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Interview with Atsushi Sueoka, Managing Director, Pentel Switzerland
For more than 70 years, Pentel
has been leading the stationery
market with top quality products all around the world. Last
year, the company celebrated its
40 years of presence in Switzerland. We met Mr. Atsushi
Sueoka, CEO of Pentel Switzerland who kindly answered our
questions.

Could you please introduce
Pentel, as well as your professional background?
Pentel was founded in 1946 by
Yukio Horie, who is also the current Chairman of the company.
With annual sales worth 42 billion yen, Pentel is one of the largest stationery and office supply
companies in the world. Pentel
has 21 subsidiaries in the world,
and distributes to more than 120
countries.
The stationery business remains
by far the main focus of Pentel,
but the company has also been
able to diversify its production
over time. For instance, capacitive touch screen switches
(Electronic Device), cosmetics
containers, medical components
(functional plastic containers),
and the SCARP robot (Machin
& Tool).
The company has a long tradition of innovation, for example,
the mechanical clicking pencil
and the roller ball. The Pentel

Atsushi Sueoka, Managing Director
Sign Pen was adopted as the
official writing instrument for
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) and
travelled to outer space and returned safety to Earth in 1966.

World are among our largest
customers, but we work with
many industrial customers as
well.

Regarding myself, I joined Pentel
in 1998 working in Japan, England, and Germany. Since May
2015, I have been the CEO of
Pentel Switzerland.

Most of Pentel’s products are
available in Switzerland, along
with most all of our stationery
products.

What is the function of this
office in Zurich?
This office covers all our operations in Switzerland. We are a
distribution center. We import
from Japan and distribute Pentel’s products to our customers
in Switzerland. Migros, Coop,
Manor, Globus and Office

Please, describe Pentel’s portfolio in Switzerland/Europe?

How do you see the importance of Swiss Market, especially in comparison with
other European countries?
Switzerland is a special market
for us. It is especially true for
mechanical pencils, which are
very popular here, much more
than most other markets. Switzerland is a quality market. Peo-
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ple tend to look for quality first,
the price comes after. In most of
our other markets it is the opposite: price first, then quality.
Quality is very important for us,
because the final price of our products in Switzerland includes
import costs. If customers were
only looking at the price, it would
be more difficult to compete. It is a
small, but profitable market.

What have the trends and sales
been like over the last fiscal year?
The end of the fixed exchange rate
between the Swiss franc and the
euro in 2015 was a game changer
for us. The Swiss franc being very
strong, many people are looking
abroad to buy our products. It affects Pentel’s Swiss sales, but in the
end, people still buy Pentel’s products. This said, and despite the
harsh economic climate, we have
increased our business in 2017.
Fortunately, the Swiss franc is currently no longer as expensive as it
was for the last two years.
We can also observe some interesting trends regarding the use of our
products. Today, writing instruments are partially replaced by
electronic devices, but people still
like to use pens and pencils. Therefore, the “hobby” market is growing. Many people are buying our
products because they like to write
by hand, or because they enjoy
drawing. Recently, we have seen a
trend where people are spending
less on tangible goods and more on
intangible things. Our products
allow people to experience great
moments.

What is the strength of Pentel
products, and why should customers choose them instead of
others?
Pentel offers the best quality. People in Switzerland like our products very much. When it comes to
drawing and calligraphy, our Nylon
-based brushes are superior to other
polyester fiber products. This is
why we are number one in Japan.
Pentel is also an innovation oriented company. For instance, the EnerGel – one of our latest products –
offers several advantages when
compared to traditional pens. Compared to other products it offers
vivid colors, quicker drying time
and no smudge. It is also highly
appreciated by left-hand writers.
We very much try to focus on customers’ needs to always bring them
the best product.

What innovation can we expect
next?

opment team works very hard. But,
customers will only see a small
portion of what we do behind the
scene. However, ink technology is
something that might be improved
in the future. For instance, the
quality might be increased; it could
also be smoother, easier to use or
water proof.

What are Pentel’s future plans
and strategy in Switzerland?
We want to expand our presence
in Switzerland. Even if we celebrate our 40 years of presence in
the country, we can still do more.
We want to reach a younger generation who does not know us as
well as their parents do.
As explained before, our products
are being used more often for hobbies. This is why we want to focus
on what people can do with our
products, and on the experience
they can have with Pentel’s products.

It is always difficult to answer this
question because our R&D devel-

Awards and celebrations in Pentel’s office in Zurich
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Seven Japanese leading companies at the EPHJ-EPMT-SMT
Japan External Trade Organization cordially invites you to visit the GNI booth [J110] at the 17th edition of “EPHJEPMT-SMT”, international industry trade show, dedicated to high precision, to be held June 12th - 15th at Palexpo, Geneva. Seven leading companies from Greater Nagoya area will exhibit their distinct technologies.
JETRO has been supporting business networking between the industry cluster of Japanese SMEs in the Greater
Nagoya area and those in Switzerland under our scheme, “Regional Industry Tie-up Program (RIT)”, aiming to
facilitate export, technological partnership, and joint development of products in micro-technology since 2015.
Please create and print your badge to access freely at the trade show: www.ephj.ch/registration

Injection mold parts for high precision functional components. High
precision and medical equipment
parts (microneedles for medical
treatment, hole cutting in disposable needles used for surgery,
research equipment parts).
Website

Ultra-precision Machining for Mono crystalline diamond, Water-Jet
Machining、MC

(5axis),

NC,

etc.
Website

Machine tools, prototype / development parts for automobiles, aerospace, medical equipment, gauges.
Website

TOGLON Hard Long Drill enables
to process deep hole until 50xD in
hardened steel. TOGLON Hard
Long Drill can process holes with
outstandin roundness, straightness
and surface finish.
Website

Injection mold parts for high precision functional components. High
precision and medical equipment
parts (microneedles for medical
treatment, hole cutting in disposable needles, etc. ).
Website

Fine hole processing from Φ20 μm
is achieved by using various types
of equipment.
Website

Grinding Machines/Machine Tools,
Peripheral Equipment.
We have various high precision
grinding machines and super precision machines which are able to
control 1 Nano meter order.
Website

Osaka
Tokyo

Greater Nagoya

行事
EVENT
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First contraction of Japanese GDP since 2015
革新
INNOVATION

With eight consecutive quarters of
growth, Japan enjoyed its longest
expansion phase since 1989.
However, this two years growth
ended with 2018’s first quarter.
According to the preliminary figures of the Cabinet Office, the GDP
decreased by 0.2% in 2018’s Q1
(0.6% annualised figures).
Exports were unable to compensate a private consumption that
remains low (-0.3%).
However, this situation should not
last very long according to the

Cabinet Office as well as several
experts. The Yen remains indeed
around 110 against the dollar mak-

ing Japanese companies competitive overseas.

Japanese Gross Domestic Product
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Agenda
日程
AGENDA

✓ June 12-15, EPHJ-EPMT-SMT, Geneva, Palexpo
Greater Nagoya Initiative (GNI) would like to cordially welcome you to the GNI booth [J110] at the trade
show “EPHJ-EPMT-SMT” at Palexpo, Geneva
✓ June 20, 18:00 - 20:00, Fischer Connectors, St-Prex, Vaud
Factory visit and Presentation of Fischer Connectors World Headquarters, St-Prex
Event details: https://www.sjcc.ch/events/2018/06/20/sjcc-company-visit-fischer-connectors-st-prex-vd
Registration: https://www.sjcc.ch/events/registration


Please indicate “JETRO Guest” in the COMPANY field in the registration page of the above link, in
addition to your company name. That will make you exempted from the fee.

JETRO is a government-related organization that works to promote mutual trade
and investment between Japan and the rest of the world. Originally established in
1958 to promote Japanese exports abroad, JETRO’s core focus in the 21st century
has shifted toward promoting foreign direct investment into Japan and helping
small to medium size Japanese firms maximize their global export potential.
The JETRO Switzerland Newsletter can also be viewed and/or downloaded online:
http://www.jetro.go.jp/switzerland/newsletter

JETRO Geneva
80, Rue de Lausanne
1202 Geneva
Phone: 022 732 13 04
Fax: 022 732 07 72
E-mail: SWG@jetro.go.jp
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